Developing a New Identity and Finding Comfort
After I was widowed at age 37, it took some time for
me to change my thinking from “we” to “me”. In fact,
the second year after my husband died was dubbed
the year of finding a new identity.

Finding Your Way

This is not uncommon. We are someone’s wife or
husband, we are someone’s mother or child or
sibling. This will always be part of our story, and it
IS part of our identity.
But as we move on to “a new normal”, we also will
find a new identity. It will be hard to check off the
“widowed” box on the government form, or when
someone asks how many children we have, how do
we answer when one is in heaven? These are the
difficult questions that each one will come to their
own answer; one that they can live with.
As we process this, we also search for meaning.
There are the WHY questions that some will ask,
and as a chaplain I often encourage people to have
those conversations with God. Psalm 10, the
psalmist cries out: Why, LORD, do you stand far off?
Why do you hide yourself in times of trouble?
There can be great comfort in knowing others have
survived this pain and have found comfort and
strength in their faith. Many have found new
meaning in life as they have gone on to help others.
It is sometimes through suffering that we learn to
appreciate life in a new way, and have a new
appreciation and love for those in our lives.

Exploring the needs
For those
Who Grieve

Of those who grieve

There is life
And death
All around us.
We breathe life
In our mortal bodies
And cry praise
With the robin
Thankful for
all things new
Mingling with tears
For those who
Grieve.
We are containers
Holding
Joy and sorrow
Mixed
Blessed
Hopeful for
All things
Eternal.
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We live in a culture that does not always handle
grief well. Often we avoid it at all costs.
We want an instant fix, or a fast cure to make us
feel better.
Often people see emotions as a weakness and
don’t accept them as a healthy response to
trauma or deep grief.
It is helpful to understand the basic needs a
griever has. And the first step
st is usually one of
acknowledging what has happened, and facing
the reality of loss.
This can be difficult. Accepting the reality that
someone we love will not come back to the life we
know on earth can be a painful process.
The pain is real, and can
c be physical, emotional
and spiritual. It can take all of our energy. Grief
is hard work, indeed.
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Hang on to Hope
When we acknowledge our grief, and move
past denial, we are able to begin to face the
new reality. This is a process, not an event.
But it is also a choice we make, to move
forward.
A wise counselor once told me I needed to
“Embrace the pain”, and that has stayed with
me. I believe it was important on my own
journey toward healing.
It is easier to avoid, repress or deny
the pain of grief than it is to confront it,
yet it is in confronting our pain that we
learn to reconcile ourselves to it.

As we face our grief, it is important to
remember there is no quick fix. This is not a
predictable path, but will often feel like a
roller-coaster of emotions.
While time-lines can be comforting and
helpful, it is reassuring to know that grief can
come and go, like waves. Let the waves
come… they will recede, and come again…
and after time, they will likely decrease in
intensity.
“Courage is a first step, but simply to bear
the blow bravely is not enough. Stoicism is
courageous, but is only a halfway house on a
long road. It is a shield, permissible for a
short time only. In the end one has to
discard shields and remain open and
vulnerable. Otherwise scar tissue will seal
off the wound and no growth will follow.”Ann Morrow Lindburgh

The Gift of Remembrance

Seeking out Support

As we face our grief, we do not want to lose the
precious relationship we had with our loved one.
There is a need for significance, that they would
be remembered.

There is something very comforting about
being with others who have also experienced
deep grief. When we are with those who
understand, sometimes words are not even
necessary.

It is important to acknowledge this, and to find
ways to remember them. We live in a culture
where we don’t always have a funeral, but it is
important to consider who the funeral or memorial
is for. When we remember the person who has
died, we are able to talk about what they meant to
us, and how they impacted our lives.

Support can be found in many places. There
might be community support groups, grief
counseling, support through a church or faith
community, or through friends who
understand.

One of the needs of a griever is to remember.
There is a fear we might forget. In fact, in some
circles, people avoid talking about the person who
has died, for fear of upsetting those who loved
them.
So we need to find safe places to talk about what
has happened, to speak of our loved one, and to
remember them.
There are also practical things we can do, and
each family finds their own way. A candle lit at
meal time, a quilt or teddy-bear created from our
loved ones clothes, a plant or tree planted in their
memory are a few of many ideas that we can use
to create a lasting memory that will bring comfort
to us and others who loved them.

Finding support that works for you can be an
important component to healing.

Recommended Resources:
- Dr. Alan Wolfelt is a leading educator and
passionate about supporting those who grieve. His
books and resources can be found at:
https://www.centerforloss.com/
Other suggested books:
- A Grief Observed, by C.S. Lewis
- Waterbugs & Dragonflies by Doris Stickney (a
wonderful resource to explain grief to children and
others).
- Traveling through Grief: Learning to Live Again
after the Death of a Loved One by Susan J.
Zonnebelt-Smeenge R.N. Ed.D and Robert C. De
Vries

